ABSTRACT: Point defects significantly influence the optical and electrical properties of solid-state materials due to their interactions with charge carriers, which reduce the band-toband optical transition energy. There has been a demand for developing direct optical imaging methods that would allow in situ characterization of individual defects with nanometer resolution. Here, we demonstrate the localization and quantitative counting of individual optically active defects in monolayer hexagonal boron nitride using single molecule localization microscopy. By exploiting the blinking behavior of defect emitters to temporally isolate multiple emitters within one diffraction limited region, we could resolve two defect emitters with a point-to-point distance down to ten nanometers. The results and conclusion presented in this work add unprecedented dimensions toward future applications of defects in quantum information processing and biological imaging.
V acancy defects are of crucial importance in determining both transport and optical properties of semiconductors. Through interaction with excitons, defects can be optically active at energies lower than the band-to-band optical transition energy, as revealed in their photoluminescence experiments. 1 Defects in diamond 2 and two-dimensional materials 3 have been demonstrated to be able to serve as single photon emitters, which are essential for quantum-information processing. 4 Due to their extraordinary quantum mechanical properties in sensing the local electromagnetic field and temperature, defects are also considered as promising candidates for biological imaging at the nanoscale. 5 Mapping and localizing individual defects at high spatial resolution will, therefore, add unprecedented dimensions to both applications.
Scanning tunneling microscope (STM) has long been used to directly visualize single defects and their electronic structures. With STM, manipulation of individual point defects can be realized via tip-bias-induced electrochemical reactions. 6 Advances in aberration-corrected transmission electron microscope (TEM) greatly improved the resolution in characterizing individual defects. 7, 8 Nevertheless, both methods require special sample preparations and are still not optimal for fast in situ operations. Therefore, development of direct optical technology that images individual defects would match the emerging requirements in both quantum information processing and bioimaging. However, the optical detection and control are hampered by the diffraction limit, which can accumulate multiple defect emitters for defective materials. Superresolution microscopy techniques can, in principle, address these problems. Stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy has demonstrated a capability of imaging nitrogen−vacancy (N−V) centers in nanodiamond with a resolution of a few nanometers. 9, 10 Single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM), based on localizing sparse sets of switchable fluorescent molecules, 11, 12 has also been used for wide-field parallel imaging of N−V centers in diamond. 13, 14 Recently, 2D materials have been shown to host defects that serve as single photon emitters at cryogenic temperatures for transition metal dichalcogenides 15−18 and room temperature for hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN). 19 In quantum information processing, optically active defects in 2D materials are attractive since inherently they do not require total internal reflection. In addition, optically active defects have high light extraction efficiency, and electrical connections can be easily integrated. 3 Therefore, imaging them with super-resolution techniques is of high significance for the realization of reading large-scale networks. The operation at room temperature, together with the high brightness and contrast and defective nature of h-BN make it the most suitable 2D candidate for room-temperature quantum computing. 3 Here, we demonstrate the localization and spatial mapping of individual defect emitters in monolayer h-BN by SMLM. This approach allows us to resolve the most precisely localized defect emitters at separations around 10 nm.
Monolayer h-BN comprises alternate boron and nitrogen atoms in a two-dimensional honeycomb arrangement. In order to clarify the structure of atomic defects in h-BN, we first imaged the h-BN samples using aberration-corrected TEM, as shown in Figure 1a . The uniform orientation of all observed defects excludes the possibility of coexistence between boron and nitrogen monovacancies due to the three-fold symmetry of h-BN. 8 Boron monovacancies, further confirmed by the line profile of the image contrast (Figure 1b) , are found to be dominant for the h-BN materials. 8 Because of the electron knock-on effect during TEM irradiation coupled with the beaminduced etching with residual water or oxygen present in the system, more defects can be directly introduced and enlarged to triangular pores, 20 as shown in Figure 1a ,c. Photoluminescence experiments on h-BN specimens that were not subjected to electron radiation with TEM suggest that the defects are intrinsic (Figure 1d ), which are dependent on growth conditions that may arise during the electrochemical transfer process. 21 Two kinds of emissions are observed in our experiments: the weak homogeneous fluorescence that follows the entire triangular shaped h-BN monolayer 21 and the bright individual emitters. Spectral response from one of the bright emitters is shown in Figure 1f , and we also compared the spectra for both types of emitters in Figure S1 . As defect-free monolayer h-BN has a large bandgap (around 5−6 eV), we speculate that two candidates for the observed emission could be either boron or nitrogen monovacancies. Due to the uncertainty in calculating their electronic structure using the density functional calculations, 22, 23 both are reasonable candidates for the observed spectrum. Possible causes for this uncertainty are discussed in the Supporting Information (defect electronic band diagram). According to the TEM results ( Figure 1a ) and considering the relative density, in monolayer h-BN we have detected mostly boron vacancies that may be responsible for the observed optical activity. We infer that the observed weak homogeneous emission is due to the high density of boron monovacancies with neutral charges V B 0 in h-BN, and the bright emitters are negatively charged boron monovacancies V B − , as proposed in Figure 1e . However, probing intrinsic defect structure without introducing more defects with TEM remains a challenge for the current case, which would provide more straightforward correlation. As shown in the emission spectrum Figure 1f , fluorescence emission above 600 nm is mainly coming from V B − . We could not avoid the averaging effect in our photoluminescence experiments due to difficulties in isolating individual defects. Better spectroscopic results could be achieved with isolated individual emitters under low-temperature conditions. 23 Other candidates for the observed defect fluorescence can be boron− nitrogen vacancy 19 or three boron plus one nitrogen vacancy. The unique and uniform defect structure of h-BN (Figure 1a) is crucial for the scaling up of a parallel quantum sensor array via selective defect patterning.
Photoswitching was observed after exposure to green light illumination (561 nm). One of the possible explanations for this switching behavior can refer to photoinduced ionization and recombination of defects between its neutral state and charged state. 24 We then verified the wavelength dependence (405, 488, and 561 nm) of defect charge state dynamics and found maximum switching rates at 561 nm. No switching event was observed at 405 nm. The charge conversion process can be understood as V B 0 /V B −1 (or other types of defects) is first excited, and then an electron is captured from conduction band for ionization (V B 0 to V B −1 ) or from valence band for recombination (V B −1 to V B 0 ), consistent with the evidence reported for both optical excitation of defect transitions in h-BN 25 and STM measurements on the excited h-BN defects. 26 This photoswitching behavior sets the playground for optical super-resolution reconstruction, which is based on the temporal isolation of densely packed multiple emitters within one diffraction limited region. SMLM trades temporal resolution for spatial resolution, and therefore, it requires an ideal imaging sample to be spatially fixed and temporally static.
11 Both requirements are fulfilled by the solid-state defective h-BN samples. In addition, in this case, no labeling is involved, and the strong emitters are extremely bright and do not bleach. Direct imaging of the sample itself makes it an ideal test case for achieving the fundamental limit of SMLM resolutions.
11
Initial image frames typically consisted of dense weak fluorescence background, presumably dominated by the much larger population of defects still in the inactivated state. After initial activation, a lot of asynchronous blinking events between two states were observed. Due to the brightness of solid-state emitters, we achieved a high localization precision 11 from strong emitters. For example, a localization precision of 3.5 nm is obtained for the emitters shown in Figure 2c . Giving an average localization precision is challenging due to the merged broad distribution of weak and bright emitters. Reconstruction by summing up all temporally isolated Gaussian location distributions of individual emitters defined by their coordinates and localization precision yields Figure 2a ,b. In contrast, a diffraction limited image is produced by summing all image stacks to overlap their signals ( Figure S2 ).
The ability to distinguish two closest emitters also imposes stringent requirements on stage drift correction. Precise drift correction can be achieved with an active feedback-controlled system 27, 28 or postimaging processing method using fiducial markers. 11 We used a large number of fiducial markers to achieve an accurate drift correction. In a representative experiment shown in Figure S3 , trajectories of 27 fiducial markers are used to calculate the averaged drift trajectory and remaining drift error after correction. To demonstrate the imaging capability of solid-state SMLM for individual defects, we first employed Fourier ring correlation to estimate the resolution, 29 and we obtained 46 nm ( Figure S4 ). However, in this case, individual emitters, as well as their distinguishability are more relevant instead of revealing the structure itself. As shown in Figure 2c , high localization precision and accurate drift correction allowed distinguishing two neighboring emitters with a separation of 10.7 nm (Figure 2d ). We would like to note that the emitters exhibit a broad distribution of their photon counts ( Figure S5) ; thus, this resolving capability is dictated by the photophysics and density of strong emitters. Direct optical imaging also allows for in situ characterization of defects under ambient conditions, for example, probing their chemistry and dynamics in different pH environments ( Figure  S6 ), surface depositions ( Figure S7 ), and isotopic solvents ( Figure S8 ). Among these conditions, the fluorescence signals were found to be sensitive to the acidity of the environment.
Compared to TEM and STM, for in situ operation under ambient conditions, SMLM introduces minimum destruction to the sample. The same argument also holds for the high Nano Lett. XXXX, XXX, XXX−XXX power density used for the depletion laser beam in STED. 9 In addition, standard SMLM has a relatively large field of view, adequate for the imaging of single-crystal 2D material grains. Recently, novel SMLM modalities 30, 31 have extended the field of view considerably. The spatial resolution of our results can still be improved using better drift correction methods 28 while a better temporal resolution can be achieved by a spatiotemporal cumulant analysis of the image sequence in super-resolution optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI), 32 shown in Figure S9 . SOFI would be particularly interesting for revealing the dynamical processes on defects at the relevant time scales.
Although we are imaging the structure itself without labeling, solid-state SMLM can also provide additional information for revealing chemical contrast of defect types owning to the imaging capability with multiple color channels, as shown in the composited Figure 3a . The dual color imaging led to a preferred spatial distribution of strong emitters near the edge under red channel (Figure 3b,d , laser 561 nm), while no spatial preference was found for green channel (Figure 3c ,e, laser 488 nm). This difference could result either from the difference of charge transition rates or defect number and types (see the discussion of possible defect types in the Supporting Information), which was natively formed during growth or transfer. 21 A further determination would require the combination of SMLM with spectroscopic approaches 33 like photoluminescence, deep-level transient spectroscopy, or electron energy-loss spectroscopy. We foresee that such correlative techniques will provide further information on the electronic structures of individual defects.
In addition to chemical contrast, SMLM also offers quantitative information on the number of defects, which can be estimated based on their localizations (Figure 4a and b−e) . We also merged the localizations accounting for the localization error. 34 The counting results from strict correction and total localizations offered both the bottom and upper limit of the defect density (Figure 4f−i) . Further improvement on this estimation can be made if the photophysics of defect emitters would be clearer. The obtained defect density (3268−7246 μm −2 for dense region (Figure 4b ) and 514−606 μm −2 for sparse region (Figure 4c) ) of h-BN is comparable to previous results in ion transport, 35 while quantitative SMLM avoids the averaging effect in ion transport measurements. We also used balanced SOFI (bSOFI) to obtain a density map of the defects as bSOFI (Figure S9 ) was demonstrated to be more accurate than PALM for high-density emitters. 36 This method provides a quantitative single molecule approach for estimating defect density in semiconductors on large areas.
A further interest to look at the quantum emitters is their spin properties, which can be optically read out when subject to electromagnetic fields, as shown in the measurements with nuclear quadrupole resonance spectroscopy. 37 However, our method also provides a new approach to probe the properties of 2D materials since defects have been proven to perform a crucial role in determining their electrical transport and optical properties. To conclude, we have demonstrated the solid-state SMLM technique for imaging and counting quantum emitters in h-BN with the capability of distinguishing two closest emitters at a few nanometers. The achieved high localization precision may find future applications in semiconductor thin film characterization, quantum information processing, and biological imaging.
The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/acs.nanolett.7b04819.
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